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Rowe, Timothy S.

From: Smith, Theresa L.
Sent: Thursday, March 01, 2018 1:24 PM
To: Public Submissions
Subject: FW: [EXT] Silverado North - Objection to Proposed Plan

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

 
 
From: Hugh MacKenzie [mailto:hughlachlanmack@gmail.com]  
Sent: Thursday, March 01, 2018 11:42 AM 
To: City Clerk <CityClerk@calgary.ca> 
Subject: [EXT] Silverado North ‐ Objection to Proposed Plan 

 
City Clerk's Office 
The initial plan for Silverado North was roundly chastised for the unreasonable density, impacts to the natural 
area, a lack of public amenity space including playgrounds and  parks as well as exceeding the capacity of the 
existing streets system to provide access and egress.  We had expected significant changes the next round and 
were disappointed to see very few. Still limited public amenity space and the public reserve is further to the 
west and not at all convenient to the people living within this development. There is no playground, which 
would be a much appreciated amenity for the young families that would live here.  The proposed density would 
lead to traffic congestion and make pedestrian crossings unsafe. The design seems to be a profit motivated 
densified endeavour that negatively impacts all of Silverado and would create an unfortunate community for 
those living there. Please send the proponent back to the drawing board with direction to create a plan and 
respects the existing community and residents who live there. 
Thank you 
Hugh and Mary MacKenzie      
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Rowe, Timothy S.

From: Smith, Theresa L.
Sent: Thursday, March 01, 2018 3:06 PM
To: Public Submissions
Subject: FW: [EXT] Silverado North

 
 
From: Hugh MacKenzie [mailto:hughlachlanmack@gmail.com]  
Sent: Thursday, March 01, 2018 2:57 PM 
To: City Clerk <CityClerk@calgary.ca> 
Subject: [EXT] Silverado North 

 
City Clerk's Office 
I do have additional concerns regarding Silverado North. They relate to the controls Spruce Meadows placed over the 
development of Silverado, property they sold in the first place and then influenced in terms of it's development. It's justifiable that 
the interests of Spruce Meadows be protected. However, having a say in the development of the Area Structure Plan and then 
being allowed to be involved as an approver of each development phase is overly generous of the City of Calgary. It hasn't 
escaped our attention that the low density at the west end of Silverado is in direct contrast to the higher density at the east 
end.  What's proposed in Silverado North is a development/ density more in keeping with a TOD only there isn't one. 
 
In addition, it makes sense that a public reserve is dedicated for the use and convenience of the eventual residents of a 
development. The public reserve, in this case, is for the convenience of Spruce Meadows and fits in with their model of 
minimizing adjacent development. What about the residents of Silverado North? Is it reasonable that they would have to walk 
1/2 mile to enjoy their park? 
 
How did this proposal even get this far when the proponent has developed a plan at odds with even the most basic urban 
planning principles? If approved, the City of Calgary would be seen as a municipality eager to develop at any cost. In this case 
the cost would be the detriment of the existing residents of Silverado and a densified glut of multi family housing with no 
internalized park space. The City should have said no at the outset instead of leading the residents through an agonizing and 
frustrating process - there were not even comment sheets at the last information session.  The planning department was clearly 
counting on Silverado residents growing increasingly weary of this process and giving up.  
 
When considering if they should purchase a new home in SIlverado or not, potential residents were shown a conceptual plan of 
Silverado North, which was a limited number of single family residential lots. They were making one of the most important 
decisions of their lives and thought they had done their due diligence to ensure they were making a sound investment. This 
recent proposal to develop SIlverado North was a shock and has many residents reconsidering their investment and are 
considering selling. I wonder what our legal recourse is here as residents were shown one plan and then are slammed with 
another.       
 
If I were a notable local mover and shaker, would my project receive special attention, or in this case, less attention on its way to 
a timely approval. I hope not. 
Hugh and Mary MacKenzie    
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McDougall, Libbey C.

From: Chin, Kathryn
Sent: Monday, April 02, 2018 1:34 PM
To: Public Submissions
Subject: FW: SCA letter to City Clerk Office in regards to LOC2017-0069
Attachments: SCA North Sil Dev LOC2017-0069.pdf

Importance: High

Please see below 
 
Kathryn Chin 
Business & Logistics Liaison, City Clerks 
313 – 7 Ave SE  
P.O. Box 2100, Stn M, MC #8007 
Calgary, AB T2P 2M5 
P: 403‐268‐5862 
E: kathryn.chin@calgary.ca   
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: shawmj [mailto:shawmj@telus.net]  
Sent: Monday, April 02, 2018 12:07 PM 
To: City Clerk <CityClerk@calgary.ca> 
Cc: Alex Sazanovitch <development@silveradoca.ca>; Tanyawoo22 <tanyawoo22@gmail.com>; CAWard14 ‐ Devin Elkin 
<Devin.Elkin@calgary.ca> 
Subject: [EXT] SCA letter to City Clerk Office in regards to LOC2017‐0069 
Importance: High 
 
Hello City of Calgary City Clerks Office, My name is Michael Shaw and have served as the past President of the Silverado 
Community Association from 2014‐2017, currently serving on the SCA Developments team. I have attached a letter in 
regards to a City Council Agenda item LOC2017‐0069 proposed North Silverado Development by Developer Civic Works. 
If this letter could be submitted into the City of Calgary's Council Members Agenda package for their review prior to the 
Monday, April 16th, 2018 council meeting that would be of great help.  
 
If you have any questions or concerns please let me know.  
 
Thank you,  
 
Michael Shaw  
SCA Past President 2014‐2017 & current SCA Developments Team Member  
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       March 28, 2018 

 

To: City Council Members 

Regarding: LOC2017 – 0069; Silverado North Development Proposal  

My name is Michael Shaw and have served as the past President of the Silverado Community 

Association from Sept 2014 to Feb 2017. One of the main files of responsibility that I handled over those 

years was in Developments working with the City of Calgary to inform the community of new 

developments and to help with them with development files. At the time the community of Silverado 

was part of Ward 14 with Councillor Peter Demong.  I spent many hours working with Councillor 

Demong and his staff on development files. In particular, the multi- family Buffalo Townhouse project 

developed by Avi-Urban at 180 Silverado Blvd S.W. The reason I reference this project is because of the 

healthy process this project went thru over a year and half with engagement from the Builder, City of 

Calgary Development Staff, the Ward 14 office, the Community Association, and the CSSD Holy Child 

School Ward 14 Representative. Each stakeholders feedback was taken into consideration by both the 

builder and the City of Calgary. The original development plan changed three times before the fourth 

plan was finalized. Everyone’s feedback was respected, and a good mediated solution was provided for 

the final plan with all parties involved.  

Currently I am serving on the SCA Developments team after stepping down as SCA President at the SCA 

AGM in February of 2017. Also at the SCA AGM in February of 2017, the Developer Civic Works 

representing Spruce Meadows owners of the Silverado North proposed development property began 

the process of showing the Community Association Members their proposed concept drawings. With 

this being the first showing of the concept drawings the questions by members were more of inquiry 

and trying to understand the project and take in the information. The representative of Civic Works 

explained there would be an open house for community engagement and feedback in May of 2017.  

The feedback from the Community were concerns about traffic volume, parking congestion, safety of 

pedestrians crossing the green space pathways at two points of Silverado Ponds Way S.W. and Silverado 

Skies Link S.W. with high volume traffic, no playground in a multi-family development, shadowing, and 

privacy, with half the development being M2 Zoning with four to five stories high apartment buildings 

above the existing N.E. corner of Silverado residence. The current existing residential area leading into 

the Silverado North Development has many multifamily dwellings, a Jr High Catholic School that has a 

900 student capacity. Also a new CBE Jr High will be built in this area of Silverado. With increased traffic 

to the current multi-family dwellings and schools that will be accessed by new families from Belmont, 

Yorkville, Clearbrook, Silverado Station.  the north part of Silverado is a central HUB.  

Residents were also concerned that the project could be quickly pushed thru and wanted more 

engagement with the community and a second open house was eventually scheduled for January 30th, 

2018. In the time between both open house information sessions from May 2017 to Jan 2018 the 

original plan has changed slightly to reflect more units then the first proposed in the original 
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development plan. The first proposal had 727 units while the second proposal now has 734 units. How is 

this solution helping to address the concerns of the residents of Silverado? Also on page 4 of the 

Administration Report to the Calgary Planning Commission which was submitted to the CPC in February 

of 2018; it says in line 3 of the planning evaluation “The site will form a logical extension to the existing 

residential neighbourhood of Silverado to the south.” This is not a logical extension to the existing 

community of Silverado. After all the feedback from Silverado Community Residents through three open 

houses, over eighty emails opposed to the amount of development and density in the proposed project 

to the file manager, and meeting in December with the Developer Civic Works, the City of Calgary file 

manager Jared Friedman, and two SCA Development team members, there hasn’t been a reduction at 

all to the number of units in the project. There was a playground added to the development but it was 

put into the green space area and not into the residential area as we believe to not interfere with the 

amount of units built. Taking away green space area to mask and accommodate feedback by residents is 

a loophole way of implementing a playground without comprising the developers and builders bottom 

line.  

For this development the developer is asking for an amendment to the ASP which would allow this 

development’s density. The Silverado Community Association is opposed to changing the ASP for 

reasons outlined prior in this letter. The ASP was written and set-up to allow for a moderate density 

development to become part of the current Silverado community. The residents of Silverado are not 

opposed to development, they are opposed to the density of the project.  

We hope the City of Calgary would consider the Silverado Community Association’s request to deny the 

amendment to the ASP and the current development as it has been proposed. We believe there is a 

better solution to allow for a development that fits with the current community.  

 

Respectfully,  

 

Michael Shaw  

SCA Past President 2014-2017; Current SCA Developments Team Member  
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From: Apar Purohit (Braemar Adjusting Calgary)
To: Public Submissions
Cc: Monica
Subject: [EXT] Office of the City Clerk - City of Calgary - Silverado - Bylaw 128D2018
Date: Thursday, April 05, 2018 9:10:20 AM

Hello Laura

Re: Amend Land use Designation (zoning) – Silverado – Bylaw 128D2018

We are the homeowners of an adjacent property, 525 Silverado Ranch Manor SW, and would like to
address our concerns with respect to the proposed Land Use Designation (zoning) – Silverado Bylaw
128D2018 as outlined in your letter received.

Our concerns specifically revolve around the following:

1. The proximity of the R-1s area  that border portions of the estate subdivision in the Ranches
of Silverado. We moved into this area because we enjoyed the high quality of homes in the
area and we feel that the R-1s development that is proposed will add additional congestion.
When we built our home in 2017, our expectation was that the lands behind our home would
include green space and that no other residential homes would be  built. We in fact paid a
premium on our lot price  backing onto greenspace with portions protected by Ducks
Unlimited. We feel amending the designation of the land use specifically of the R-1s land close
to the estate subdivision will de-value the home values in the area as well as lessen the appeal
of why we moved to Silverado in the first place- the green open spaces.

2. Along the pathway we have also noticed specifically behind our home the lack of city trees
installed. We specifically back along the walking path and have noticed trees along the entire
the walking path except where it concerns our home. In fairness, we were the last house to be
built and we hope that in the summer trees will be installed behind our property line along
the public pathway. As it currently stands it appears to be very exposed.

3. Our other major concern is the rise in multi – residential – medium profile housing that is
proposed in Silverado. We feel that the community as it stand currently has a good mix of
multi-family and single dwelling  homes. Additional multi-family homes devalues the quality of
the community. Silverado is situated  on the outer edge of the city and is not inner city where
multi-family residence make more sense. People move to the suburbs for exactly that reason
to enjoy the extra open green spaces. Large multi-family residence will in our opinion take
away from this in a substantive manner.

We strongly feel these views are not isolated and having spoken to many of our neighbours who
have similar concerns. Hopefully your attention to this matter is warranted and appropriate
resolutions to these issues can be made.

Please advise on the outcome of the public hearing.

Kind Regards,
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Apar & Monica Purohit
Homeowners
525 Silverado Ranch Manor SW
Tel: (403) 226-8777
Mobile: (403) 813-7733
Email: apar.purohit@braemar.com
Email: mmp76@hotmail.com

Terms of Engagement: Unless otherwise specifically agreed in writing, all work, services or products supplied by Braemar Technical
Services (Adjusting) Ltd (or their sister Braemar Adjusting entities globally, referred to hereon as Braemar Adjusting) shall be on the
prevailing Lillehammer Terms of Engagement (LTOE) at the time of our appointment. The current LTOE on which we accept instructions
is available for inspection on our website. 

Confidentiality Notice and Disclaimer: The contents of this e-mail (including attachments) are intended only for the use of the e-mail
addressee(s) shown. If you are not that addressee(s), you are not allowed to take any action based upon it or to copy it, forward,
distribute or disclose the contents and the message should be immediately deleted from your system. Braemar Adjusting does not accept
liability for any errors or omissions in the contents of this e-mail which arise as a result of Internet transmission, nor accept liability for
statements which are those of the author and not clearly made on behalf of Braemar Adjusting. 

Company Number: 1314814 Registered Office: 1 Strand, Trafalgar Square, London WC2N 5HR
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Rowe, Timothy S.

From: xiaohong zhang <nancyxhzhang@yahoo.ca>
Sent: Thursday, April 05, 2018 6:02 PM
To: Public Submissions
Subject: [EXT] BYLAW 128D2018 (North Silverado Outline Plan)

Office of the City Clerk, 
  
I am the owner of a house backing on the land for the North Silverado Outline Plan, and would like to share 
my concerns with you. 
  
The latest proposal for the development will have too many people living in that small area and too much 
traffic going through the two access points. I found some information and did a calculation. The density for the 
proposed development will be much higher than the rest of Silverado and will not fit with the existing 
community. 
  
In 2016 there are 6305 population/2275 dwellings/5.1 sq‐km in Silverado 
http://calgaryarea.com/index.php?p=communities&c=Silverado 
  
The proposed North Silverado Outline Plan will have 100 lots for R‐1/R‐G, 634 multi‐residential units for M‐
G/M‐2, and 16.77 hectares of land (0.1677 sq‐km) 
http://www.calgary.ca/PDA/pd/Pages/Current‐studies‐and‐ongoing‐activities/North‐Silverado‐Outline‐
Plan.aspx?redirect=/northsilverado 
  
Using the average number of people in one family from the 2016 data (6305/2275 = 2.7714), the proposed 
plan will have 2034 people in the area ((100+634)*2.7714 = 2034). There is a huge difference in density for the 
existing community and the proposed plan. 
  
For the existing community, the density is  446 units/sq‐km (2275/5.1=446) or 1236 people/sq‐km 
(6305/5.1=1236). 
  
For the proposed plan, the density is  4376 units/sq‐km (734/0.1677=4376) or 12130 people/sq‐km 
(2034/0.1677=12130). 
  
The density will be about 10 times higher in the new development area than the rest of the community. It is 
not part of the community we hope to have and it is not our desire to put so many people in that small area. 
 
Thanks, 
Nancy Zhang 
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Rowe, Timothy S.

From: Robert Ni <nirobert@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, April 06, 2018 12:14 AM
To: Public Submissions
Cc: info@silveradoca.ca; verna@simcomgt.com; Robert Ni
Subject: [EXT] Objection of Application for Land Use Amendment: LOC2017-0069

Hsien Bou, Ni homeowner 
28 Silverado Skies Manor, SW 
Calgary, AB T2X 0K3 
  
April 5th 2018 
  
To  
City Council 
Office of City Clerk 
City of Calgary 
 
700 Macleod Trial SE 
PO Box 2100, Postal Station 'M' 
Calgary Alberta T2P 2M5 
  
Re – Objection of Application for Land Use Amendment: LOC2017-0069 
Location: 1203 Spruce Meadows Trail SW and 18111 Sheriff King Street SW 
  
  
Dear City councils of my loved Calgary, 
  
I received planning and development letter from the City of Calgary regarding above mentioned application for land use 
amendment. After reading the letter and carefully considering the proposed amendment, I, as immediate home owner whose 
houses are backing onto the new development and stakeholders of this development plan, would like to object the proposed 
amendment and express our concerns. 
  
I am shock to know that the proposed development is designed predominately (98% from their first presentation) of multi-
residential of 838 townhouse and apartments.  
It is totally against how Silverado was created from, plus the developer is "steeling" from our side of Green space!!! 
 
First of all, SILVERADO was approved by CITY of CALGARY to be a MEDIUM LOW density community!!!! AND with view to 
preserve water!!!  
The presented planning IS NOT MATCHING to the EXISTING SILVERADO density!!!!! 
 
 
This plan has demonstrated the lack of diversification of housing (only 50 single detached homes are in the plan up from 19 at 
their first presentation); that the developer has put the profit up front of everything else. Moreover, this will increase dramatically 
the traffic in this quiet neighborhood (this will add at least 1261 additional vehicles to our ready busy roads, assuming 1.50 
vehicles per dwelling). With the current ring road expansion that City of Calgary is planning to construct, Silverado has already 
been deprived of the easy access to the new STONY highway system. I can’t image what kind of chaos it would be to add 
another 838 high density buildings are added to this area. 
 
Also, in the planning, there is no mention about the architectural control/planning, which our Silverado community has its theme 
denoted from its conception.  
Will the new developed residential be the same theme, to respect the original community design? or The new development will 
be new area that has nothing to do with Silverado? if the last statement is true, then they should have their own entrance to their 
enclosed community and not sharing the Silverado communities access nor its already developed green spaces that is 
maintained by Silverado residents!!!   
 
IF the new developed residential IS part of the Silverado community then the developer MUST respect the same ratio of the 
single family and RESPECT the green space the WE the Silverado community maintain privately and that are belong to the 
EXISITING housing. With this been said, the DEVELOPER should plan the SAME size and area of green space ALONG SIDE 
of the existing walkway to be EQUALLY shared by the new development and the existing SILVERADO. IF this last, they are not 
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GIVING UP ANY ADJACENT green space to combine it to the existing green path, they should build a fence separating their 
community to our; since they are not part of Silverado and did not contribute THE SAME green Adjacent green space.  
 
Lastly, the developer should RESPECT the existing housing models, that are SINGLE HOUSES back to the GREEN SPACE, to 
match with such NEW dwelling ALL LONG SIDE of the GREEN SPACE and NOT to PUT ANY MULTIFAMILY COMPLEX or 
Condominium. 
 
  I am concerns about: 
             -          our SUN RIGHT!!! 

-         Traffic congestion 
-          Accident to pedestrian ( already had one pedestrian hit by car from the existing traffic) 
-         Reduction of safety along the community pathway for children, runners, walkers and bicyclists 
-         Lack of diversification of housing 
-         Substantial reduction of the property value for our house that is backing onto the new development. 

             -         loose of enjoyment of our PRIVATE and Silverado community managed green space 
             -         architectural control that do not match our community 
             -         Green space offered by the developer that is not accessible to its own new residents 
             -         Green space allocation distribution and location. 
              
             
Suggestions and changes that I would like to see in the development plan: 

-         More balancing (same reasonable ratio as the existing Silverado) between single houses and less multi-
residential units 
-         ALL adjacent green space walk way, should be match with same type of dwelling 
-         More green space area, especially along the boundaries with Silverado community 
-         Increased distance between the new housing and the already existing houses in Silverado 
-         LIMIT the high of the housing that do not Protrude the SUN LIGHT that WE HAVE, which is our RIGHT 
-         Concrete traffic plan to reduce traffic jams in and out of the community and address road safety of our children. 
-         Revert Alberta Transportation's design for access to and from Stony trial for eventual 10.000 population within 
Silverado.... 
-         to respect the same percentage of single family and multifamily percentage 
-         to put the same green space adjacent  to Silverado's side the same width and length, 
-         to develop single houses that are back to the green corridor. 

  
I urge you to listen to my concerns and carefully consider the suggestions and that hopefully you will make sounded judgment 
that is beneficial to all the Silverado residents who already live here and to the future residents to the new community.  
 
Thank you in advance. 
And Thank you for the Great work you all are putting daily!! 
  
Sincerely, 
  
Hsien Bou, Ni 
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McDougall, Libbey C.

From: Brenda Dennis <bmdennis@telusplanet.net>
Sent: Monday, April 09, 2018 7:58 AM
To: Public Submissions
Subject: [EXT] Silverado North Bylaw 128D2018

Office of the City Clerk, 
 
 
I am a homeowner on Silverado Skies Drive SW and would like to submit my feedback regarding new development plans 
for this area to be reviewed by Council on April 16, 2018. 
 
I strongly disagree with the high‐density development planned for Silverado North. Generally, I don’t understand how so 
much high density housing can be added to one area of Silverado, especially in the north with near future changes to 
access with main roads with the eventual completion of the ring road (which I understand is mainly provincial). With 
existing high density to the east of Silverado Skies link and the Buffalo complexes along Silverado Boulevard, why does 
additional high density need to be in this area; could it not be spread out within Silverado to avoid traffic/parking clogs 
in one part of Silverado. 
 
My main concerns regarding the Silverado North development are as follows. 
 

 Traffic safety: vehicles in the north part of Silverado will someday have to travel southwest and southeast to 22X 
or Macleod Trail.  

o With the addition of substantial new resident count going into this area – that vastly increases the 
amount of traffic filtering through at least 2 school zones to enter and exit Silverado by 194 Ave or 
Spruce Meadows Way.  

o In order to avoid school zones, I anticipate a dramatic increase in traffic and speed along nearby 
residential streets such as Silverado Skies Drive. 

o During rush hours, the amount of traffic through the existing Sherriff King St to go into Somerset and 
beyond will likely be less compared with the 2 new exits further south. 

o The amount of traffic travelling north/south through the entire Silverado community to get in and out 
will increase local traffic and with that, impatience if there are delays.  

o Traffic through 194 Ave will also be increased when the new developments to the south the Silverado 
are completed. 

 

 Parking in area of Silverado Skies Link, Silverado Skies Boulevard, Silverado Skies Drive: 
o With the current mix of single dwelling and townhomes in this area, parking is already substantial along 

these roads. I don’t see how there is much more capacity for additional parking driven by the number of 
additional units proposed for Silverado North. The low‐medium density areas can likely absorb their own 
requirements, however the high density complexes will very likely result in more cars parked on nearby 
streets for residents and visitors. 

o Silverado Skies Link / Silverado Skies Drive is a bus route, and there is minimal room for additional 
parking. Driveway configuration on Silverado Skies Drive limits the number of spaces large enough to 
park a vehicle. The spaces available will likely be constantly used for extra parking for these new 
residents causing existing resident parking concerns. 

o Currently Silverado Skies Link seems like a 4 lane road with parking on both sides and two directions of 
traffic. Often we have to slow down or even pull over when large vehicles like the bus is going through. 
How does this road become a more heavily used for this much more traffic? 
 

 Potential Fire Hazard:  
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o With increased high density housing in the north area of Silverado (existing and planned), I fear that any 
major fire event in this area has the potential to be difficult to contain and may easily effect many lives 
and nearby structures.  

 
I understand the need for further development in Silverado, however I implore you to consider how much density 
already exists in the northern area and to reduce the addition of more units to a number reasonable for traffic safety 
and parking availability. Adding density closer to the access points to 194 Ave and Spruce Meadows Way will avoid 
increased traffic through all of Silverado. 
 
Regards, 
Brenda Dennis 
33 Silverado Skies Drive SW 
403‐999‐8382 
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McDougall, Libbey C.

From: Shannon Daisog <daisogs@yahoo.com>
Sent: Sunday, April 08, 2018 11:35 AM
To: Public Submissions
Subject: [EXT] Office of the City Clerk (Silverado Bylaw 128D2018) - RE: Notice of Public Hearing on 

Planning Matters

To whom it may concern, 
 
As per the notice I received regarding the above noted parcel of land in 
Silverado, I would like to state that I have bordered on this space for 10 
years this July. Most of my picturesque windows face (North) onto this 
area and I thoroughly enjoy the beauty of this landscape was predominantly 
the reason why I purchased in Silverado. It has been like living in a 
piece of heaven with a complete small town country feel. This landscape 
however is enjoyed by all residents of Silverado, not just those of us 
bordering this property. The walking path extends around the entire 
community and it's been enjoyed by all, their children and their pets. 
 
That field has provided many hours of pure enjoyment with the wildlife 
that wander through it, (deer, elk, occasional moose, coyotes, etc.) and 
the variety of birds and their colors (hawks, bald eagles, red wing, 
yellow wing blackbirds, robins, woodpeckers, osprey, blue jays etc.) has 
been a sight to behold right outside my door. I have a natural pond (marsh 
land) just 20 feet off of my back door that in the spring sounds like an 
orchestra with birds singing and frogs croaking throughout the day and 
night. These areas should be protected and valued for the wildlife and 
many species they provide to the district of Silverado. The preservation 
of beauty and space is much needed rather than greed from builders to line 
their pockets. No-one enjoys seeing nature ripped down in order to 
accommodate row on row housing. 
 
This land has been sold off in plots to builders whose only agenda is use 
every square inch possible with multi-family dwellings, squished in as 
close as possible, completely mowing down all that nature provides without 
any concern whatsoever to the well being of humanity or the animals that 
inhabit these marsh lands and country settings. Having lived in Silverado 
since it's inception, this revamping of this area is not at all what the 
original plot plan was for this community. We bought into this area, based 
on the knowledge and plans that were provided to us several years ago. To 
alter this land now in my view is unethical and highly deceptive. How is 
it legal to change what was originally indicated and promised? Home owners 
purchase decisions are based on that information.  
 
The lovely marsh land (natural wetlands) alongside spruce meadows and the 
country road last year was completely drained. That natural wetlands 
housed thousands of birds and was absolutely magnificent to witness. A 
walking path was built all along that area with park benches to sit and 
watch the birds. The homes that border there are all in the 2 million and 
up mark. That scenario has been completely wiped out and I would assume 
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those home owners feel betrayed and of course greatly impactsthe value of 
their homes sitting on quarter acre lots. 
 
In summary, the expectation of Silverado residents is to preserve our very 
special quaint community and not rip away it's country feel. Avi Homes has 
already come into this district and instilled row on row town homes as 
tight and as close as they could. It is an unsightly build, no privacy, 20 
or so of the units were marketed and sold for low income occupants. Since 
that build the crime in Silverado has increased also. This is what happens 
when chicken coup living is allowed and promoted. Noise is incessant and 
horrible safety problems ensue. 
 
I am totally against the expansion with more multifamily dwellings in 
Silverado. What can we expect from the City of Calgary, when the builders 
have already been given a green light to their proposals? Is this now a 
redundant review from the City of Calgary requesting our viewpoints or our 
opinions actually going to be heard and make an impact on zoning and build 
of this land. 
 
Please realize, conservation is the key to an attractive neighborhood and 
city and it is what the citizens of Calgary want. No-one wants to reside 
in a concrete jungle. Thank you. 
 
Yours truly, 
 
Shannon Daisog 
155 Silverado Skies Link SW 
Calgary, Alberta T2X 0K6 
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City of Calgary Notice of Public Hearing On Planning Matters 

 
The City of Calgary 
700 Macleod Trail S.E. 
P.O. Box 2100, Postal Station ‘M’  
Calgary, Alberta T2P 2M5 

Attention: Office of the City Clerk 
Re: Silverado BYLAW 128D2018 
 

 To whom this may concern, 

 

I am the home owner Kevin Kemna with my wife Tammy Joel Kemna. We reside at 529 Silverado Ranch Manor 
S.W. T2X 0K1 

We have been to all the public presentations and have expressed the concern of the pop up cul-de-sac behind us. 

It was told to all of us in the estates us when we purchased along with all the Silverado Ranch Estate owners - no 
residential development would happen ever! We are powerless to the drive for more development and no 
consideration to the highest ESTATE property tax payers in Silverado. Several times we have tried to sell - just to 
move away and go to Aspen or an area where ESTATES are considered in there true meaning. We pay the same 
rate and It’s starting to feel like the slums. 

We feel this will damage our value and increase the already dog owner issues of feces, off leash, garbage and the 
big one…. Then when I call there is the …. I don’t know who’s responsible to clear the snow or cut the grass reply or 
response!!!! 

Around the estates the path ways and park area are the worst kept (not kept at all compared to the other areas! 
We have asked for dog Bylaw signs, more garage cans and better care to snow removal. Lack of snow removal has 
made the paths rendered useless several times over the past 4 years we have lived in the estates; which we pay 
taxes towards. Fighting has begun out of frustration with dog owners and us trying to keep dogs away from our 
fence as they run freely and we are not the only ones with this very same dis respect of private property. 

Next, I ask Please do not considered an open dog park in the R-1s or S-SRP directly behind the estates. This is a 
huge concern not including the increase of more dogs unleashed from the properties to the east. We are all 
taking quite the pill to swallow with Stoney Trail Construction, Spruce Meadows Road Construction, Residential 
development directly behind us that was not to be developed. Please note we where aware of the M-G, M-2, R-G, 
etc. furthered East. Closing remarks – No off-leash dog park, More BYLAW this is not an off-leash area, more 
garbage cans, emptying of the over flowing garbage cans through the seasons, park benches, planting of trees and 
for the sake of residences who walk the paths snow removal. During the past three snow falls no one has cleaned 
the paths. They are snow covered and icy. 

 

Sincerely the concerns of the home owner in the Silverado Ranch Estates., 

 
Mr. and Mrs.  Kevin Kemna 
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April 8, 2018 
 

Silverado Community Association 
Development Committee 

Silverado  
Calgary, AB  

 
 

 
Dear Members of the City Council: 

 

The Silverado Community Association (“CA”) and Silverado residents are opposed to the 
recommendations CPC is proposing in LOC2017-0069 and LOC2017-0069(OP). We first heard of the 
intention to amend the Southwest Community ‘A’ and Employment Centre/Mixed-Use Area Structure 
Plan (“ASP”), on 2018 January 31. We are again disappointed with the lack of transparency in this 
process as this was not disclosed to the CA prior to a few days ago. 

Silverado residents purchased homes in the community with the understanding that the future 
development of the North Silverado area would be mostly low-density dwellings as outlined in the ASP 
in section 5.1.2. 

(i) low density residential uses shall be the predominant use of land within the Residential Area 

Under the current proposal, low density residential only comprises 13.6% of the total area; this is in 
stark contrast to the original intent of the ASP. 

Furthermore, the engagement by the developer, CivicWorks, has been inauthentic as they have failed to 
address the Community’s main concern, namely the excessive density they are proposing. The CA has 
not misapprehended the issue of density as CivicWorks is suggesting in their letter to this committee. A 
chart is listed below highlighting the increase in proposed density from 2017 August to 2017 December. 

 
High Density 

Plan as of April 
2017 

High Density 
Plan as of 

August 2017 

As of 
December 

2017 
(Current) 

CA Original 
Request--Single 

Family Dwellings 

Dwellings 857 724 734 230 
New Residents 2229 1883 1909 598 
Additional Vehicles 1286 1086 1101 345 

 

In our most recent communication to The City Planning and CivicWorks, the CA suggested that we would 
like to reach a compromise regarding the density.  With this understanding, the CA attended a meeting 
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on 2017 December 01. We were frustrated at the meeting when CivicWorks was not amenable to any 
further changes in their plan. 

Lastly, CivicWorks is contending that their development would allow for safe pedestrian access in our 
community; this is not true. Currently, there is a pathway that encircles the community which provides a 
safe space to walk and engage in other outdoor activities. By allowing for excessive density, this will 
substantially increase vehicular traffic which cuts through this pathway and will cause issues with safety.  

The CA is requesting that City Council reject the current proposal to amend the ASP and also reject the 
proposed plan which allows for a predominate land use of multi residential-medium density dwellings.  

 

Respectfully yours, 

 

Alex Sazanovitch 
 
Director of the Development Committee  
for Silverado Community Association 
 

 
 
Email: development@silveradoca.ca 
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